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About This Game

The Entity is a horror house styled game. You have to go through the house finding clues that your grandma left
you years ago about the strange creatures. Make sure to keep an eye out for the keys as some can be quite
hidden, the keys and clues all glow slightly (clues more so).

We didn't just want The Entity to be another jump-scare horror game so we have tried our best to find better
ways to scare as well as having jump scares. When looking through the breath taking house make sure to keep
an eye on your generator power as if that gets empty you're in for some pain. Charging your phone to be able to
use it's light will drain the generator power very fast if you keep doing it, but also having many lights on at once
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will have the same effect. The Entity has three different and completely unique endings for you to explore
depending on what you do through the game.

The Entity has partial controller support (you will need keyboard/mouse for menus) and we currently support
five languages, English, Spanish, simplified Chinese, Polish, German and Russian. If there is demand to add
any more languages we will add them.

We hope You will enjoy playing The Entity.
We also plan on having trading cards but currently we are not eligible.
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Title: The Entity
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ragdoll Inc
Publisher:
Ragdoll Inc
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher (64-bit OS required)

Processor: Quad-Core Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: This game cannot be run on low end PCs

English,Simplified Chinese,German,Polish,Russian
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Short but good game. I have a few gripes though, and did find some bugs:
-Sound levels are too low; I need to crank my volume up to 100% to hear anything well
-Price tag might be just a tad too much given the games length
-Personally didn't like the enemy design, looks too much like a recycled design from the Aliens franchise
-Nowhere near dark enough; it should be pitch dark everywhere there is no light source (I did turn the vibrance setting on my
card all the way up so that might explain how I was able to see through darkness so well)
-When starting a new game, sometimes the game glitches out and you only see a black screen until you hit the escape key twice
-Graphics quality option keeps resetting itself to ultra; you need to set it first from the launcher, then set it again from the main
menu
-Turning on ALL the lights in the house barely sucks up generator power; imo having them all on should suck up the power
within minutes
-Your characters idle animation when looking down makes it look you're swinging from a noose or floating in the air; it would
be look better imo if the feet and legs were just static
Despite all these, it was very enjoyable to play (and a suggestion to the dev - could you make a halloween mode?).. It look like a
great game but a have a capable pc with a great vga card and when i am truing to record the game with obs it cracks it is the first
game that this is happening .And after the new version is even worse whats happening ?. So The Entity is so far just a game
where you have to find keys to open all the rooms in the house, your goal is to get into the basement but when you input the
code on the first padlock the game doesn't allow you to move you can flick the lights on and off our your cell phone flashlight
on and off so will have to wait till it's been fixed but will give it another go.

Part 1 is here if you wnana check it out:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/0wjG9ubpYUs

Part 2 is up now if you wanna check that out. Finding it really frustrating to play this game. There's no in-game map which
makes it hard to determine if\/where you need to look for keys. The controls are very clunky and it's difficult to interact with
lights and door as they will show up together. The premise of the game has some promise but it needs work.. Game was done in
less than an hour. Gameplay felt clunky and the challenge simply wasnt there. I expect more when I pay $5 for a game. Got a
glitch where I could see one of the dream triggers before I walked into it. I get it, you guys are probably new to the game scene
and you've got to build up your textures but this is not the way to make a splash in the world. Shame on you.
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I played through the game three times and overall wasn't all that impressed. I experienced multiple bugs that either dampened
the gameplay or didn't allow me to progress at all. This would have been worth the time spent if it was free, but paying $5 is a
little much for a buggy game with a weak narrative and an unenthused bad guy. Hopefully the can fix this game, maybe then I'd
give it another shot.
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